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Foreword
Cryptocurrencies were created as an opposite tool to regular banking system. In
general understanding, cryptocurrencies are equal to such words as freedom
and anonymity. In any case, exactly this idea was promoted by my father, Satoshi
Nakamoto, when he launched the bitcoin network in 2009. 

Seeing how the world is moving along the path of regulating cryptocurrencies,
my father, Satoshi Nakamoto, has gone into the shadows. He became
disillusioned with many crypto enthusiasts who betrayed the true values of
cryptocurrencies. They are freedom, anonymity and decentralization. 

Okay, okay, okay! I will try to sound less official. Hello guys and girls! My name is
Blablatashi Nakamoto. I am the sole daughter of Satoshi Nakamoto. You will
never believe me, but it’s your right. I don’t set a goal to convince everyone. To be
honest, I have another important mission.

I would like to make a gift to my father by uniting all the crypto community
worldwide. Why? 

COVID times showed everyone that people are separated by absolutely
everything (e.g. different income levels, skin color, religion, gender, ethnicity, and
even geolocation). The only way to tackle these issues is to provide something
which could be close to everyone’s heart. What could it be? The answer is as
simple as the popular game in which we played in our childhood. You know this
game. It’s rock-paper-scissors. 

We use innovative blockchain technology in our game. Blockchain means no
borders, full financial freedom along with absolute transparency. Satoshi blessed
me, his daughter, to launch this game. 

While other GameFi projects make a bet on collectibles and NFTs in their games,
we make a bet on mass adoption and ease of understanding. 

Some experts believe BLABLAGAME.io will become one of most successful
GameFi projects of 2021-2023. We, in turn, will try to do our best to meet their
expectations by taking part in Binance Smart Chain GameFi Hackathon.

Satoshi is watching us. He blessed the BlaBlaGame.io blockchain project. You can
support us by taking part in BlaBlaGame (BLA) token sale. The offer is highly
limited.
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BlaBlaGame Rules
Rock, papper, scissors is a popular children's game known worldwide.

The users can play the game making deposits in popular cryptocurrencies

Only real users play the game

The user creates a game and chooses one of the three objects (rock, paper or
scissors).

Another user can see the list of created games by other users, and play any of
them. He also chooses one of three objects (rock, paper, or scissors).

Rock beats Scissors because a rock can destroy a pair of scissors. Paper beats
Rock because paper can cover the Rock. Scissors beats Paper because they're
designed to cut paper. 

The winner of the game is rewarded with the total amount of the game minus
3% fee from the total of the game. The total amount of the game consists from
bid amount of the first player plus bid amount of the second player. Note, if the
game currency is BlaBlaGame token (BLA), the total charged fee for the winner
is lower – 2.2%.  

The charged fee is partially allocated to the daily and monthly bank of bonuses,
daily cashback from the system to the players, referral payments and the
reward to the BlaBlaGame.io platform.

If both players chose the same object in the game, then both of them play a
draw. The funds will be returned to the balances of both players. 

All the created games are protected with the SHA-256 algorithm (Secure Hash
Algorithm) which was designed by the United States National Security Agency
(NSA) and first published in 2001. The algorithm guarantees that the object of
the created game cannot be compromised by anyone. Moreover, no one
including owners of BlaBlaGame.io has an access to the object of created
games as all of them are stored on the server in encrypted form.
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BlaBlaGame Rating System
Level

How to achieve?

Token Access  Priority Access
Cashback Referral reward from
to VIP
to user’s in
for the
multilevel referral system sale
referral chat and customer Teleg
win in the for winning games by
reward premium support ram
game
user’s referral
in BLA video
service
club
Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

tokens

0.05%

0.15%

0.07%

0.06%

5%

–

–

–

100

0.10%

0.20%

0.09%

0.07%

6%

+

–

–

5,000

500

0.15%

0.25%

0.11%

0.08%

7%

+

–

–

10,000

1,000

0.20%

0.30%

0.13%

0.09%

8%

+

+

–

Enterpreneur 25,000

2,500

0.25%

0.35%

0.15%

0.10%

9%

+

+

–

King

50,000

6,000

0.30%

0.40%

0.17%

0.11%

10%

+

+

–

Lord

100,000

15,000

0.35%

0.45%

0.19%

0.12%

11%

+

+

+

Overlord

250,000

30,000

0.40%

0.50%

0.21%

0.13%

12%

+

+

+

VIP

500,000

60,000

0.45%

0.55%

0.23%

0.14%

13%

+

+

+

To the Moon

1,000,000

100,000

0.50%

0.60%

0.25%

0.15%

14%

+

+

+

Number
of BLA
tokens

Number
of games
won

Beginner

0

0

Amateur

1,000

Student
Professor

tutorials
sections

To get to the next rating level, you need to have a certain number of BLA tokens
and win a certain number of games in Rock-Paper-Scissors game.

Cashback for the win in the game is calculated from the total amount of the
game (The total amount of the game is the sum of the creator’s bid and his rival
one.)

Referral rewards for the win in the games of your referrals are calculated from the
total amount of the game that was won by your referral(s). The rewards are paid
out for the user’s referrals of the first, second and third levels only.

The reward for the purchase of BLA-tokens by your referrals is paid out in BLA
tokens. The reward rate in BLA tokens depend on your rating level in BlaBlaGame
system.
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7 Reasons to Invest in BLA token
Depending on the user’s rating in BlaBlaGame (see the table above), users can
earn higher cashback rewards for win in each Rock-Paper-Scissors game, higher
referral rewards from multilevel referral system for win in the games by user’s
referrals, advanced token sale referral rewards (limited offer).

BlaBlaGame is part of global GameFi industry which is currently hyping in the
cryptocurrency market. 

BLA token has its own deflationary model. 10% of the income by the BlaBlaGame
system will be allocated to buy the tokens back on the trades with further token
burns. The fewer tokens in circulation supply, the higher the price of the BLA
token.  

BLA token is issued on Binance Smart Chain network. It guarantees competitable
fees and high transactions confirmation speed.

BLA token will be security audited before the listing. The audit will be conducted
by Certik (or another company). 

World media keep BlaBlaGame project in focus as a promising GameFi start-up
2021-2023.

BlaBlaGame project is created by the team of highly-experienced developers.


What We Offer

GAMES PROTECTION

REFERRAL PROGRAM

REWARD SYSTEM

All the created games are
securely protected with
SHA-256 algorithm.

Three-level referral program: earn a
reward in crypto from each won
game of your referrals. Earn reward
in BLA for buying BLA-tokens of
your referrals of the first level.

Multi-level reward system
depending on users
rating on BlaBlaGame.

BANK OF DAILY AND MONTHLY
BONUSES IN CRYPTO

RATING SYSTEM

LOW FEES

Become a BlaBlaGame
champion in ten-level rating
system.

Low fees for Rock-PaperScissors players

Best players are rewarded
daily and monthly.
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BlaBla Token Economics
For sale

Bonuses

Team tokens

70%

20%

10%

70% of BLA tokens are for sale
20% of BLA tokens are for bonuses (this is a referral reward for the users whose
referrals bought BLA-tokens)
10% of BLA tokens are ea tokens hese BLA tokens are lo ked for one ear
on e the token sale ends
T

c

m

. T

c

y

.

BlaBla Token Overview
Ticker

BLA

Blockchain type

Binance Smart Chain

Standard

BEP20

Total supply

80 000 000

Softcap

1 500 000 USDT

Hardcap

Until 70% of token sold

Current round

1

Current price

$0.1
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Allocation of Raised Funds
49%
0.5%
2.5%
48%

Product development
Charity
Trading liquidity
Marketing

Cashback

Cashback is one of stimulating measures for the players of Rock-Paper-Scissors
game. The idea is the following: BlaBlaGame charges minor fee from your won
games in Rock-Paper-Scissors game which will be your cashback reserve (current
cashback amount is displayed in your account). Cashback is paid out daily in the
end of the day (11:59:59 p.m. UTC-time) in case you won at least one game in
Rock-Paper-Scissors this very day. 

In case you lose all the funds in battles in Rock-Paper-Scissors game (but you had
win in the games this day), you will be paid cashback reserve in the end of the
day (11:59:59 p.m. UTC-time) which could give you a chance to play again the next
day using these funds. The more games you win, the more cashback you will
receive in the end of this very day :) Cashback is not credited for the lost RockPaper-Scissors games. Cashback rate for win in the game depends on user’s
rating level in BlaBlaGame system (the lowest – for ‘Beginner’; the highest for –
‘To the Moon’ level). Check the “Rating” page in your account to find your current
cashback rate.

Bank of daily and monthly bonuses
Idea. Bank of daily and monthly bonuses in the next stimulating instrument of
BlaBlaGame players in Rock-Paper-Scissors game.
Reward places
Only best five players are rewarded in daily bank of bonuses.
Ten best players are rewarded in monthly bank of bonuses.
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Fees
0.4% from the total of any won game in Rock-Paper-Scissors is deposited to the
daily bank of bonuses in certain cryptocurrency;
0.1% from the total of any won game in Rock-Paper-Scissors is deposited to the
monthly bank of bonuses in certain cryptocurrency.

Pay out schedule of bonuses
Bank of daily bonus is paid out at the end of each day at 11:59:59 p.m. UTC-time
in certain cryptocurrency.
Bank of monthly bonuses is paid out in the last day of each month at 11:59:59
p.m. UTC-time in certain cryptocurrency.

Distribution of rewards 
in banks of bonuses
Bank of monthly bonuses

Bank of daily bonuses

Place

Reward

Place

Reward

1 place

30% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

1 place

45% from the total of the bank of daily
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

2 place

20% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

2 place

25% from the total of the bank of daily
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

3 place

15% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

3 place

15% from the total of the bank of daily
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

4 place

10% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

4 place

10% from the total of the bank of daily
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

5 place

8% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

5 place

5% from the total of the bank of daily
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

6 place

6% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

7 place

5% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

8 place

3% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

9 place

2% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency

10 place

1% from the total of the bank of monthly
bonuses in certain cryptocurrency
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Referral program

BlaBlaGame invites everyone to take part in the referral program and receive
referral rewards. The description of this paragraph is made in question-answer
form to deliver all aspects of BlaBlaGame referral program to the users.
What are the types of referral program on BlaBlaGame?
Game referral rewards. You will earn a reward from your referrals for winning
the games in Rock-Paper-Scissors game. Note that this is a three-level referral
program and it is valid for your first-level, second-level and third-level referrals.
The referral rewards in BLA-tokens for buying BLA-tokens of your first-level
referrals (this is a limited referral program). Note that this referral reward
program is valid only for your first-level referrals.
What is a three-level referral program for winning the games in Rock-PaperScissors game by your referrals?
Example: you invited John to BlaBlaGame using your referral link. John invited
Michael to BlaBlaGame using his referral link. Michael invited Thomas to
BlaBlaGame using his referral link. In this referral structure your referrals:
First-level referral: John
Second-level referral: Michael
Third-level referral: Thomas
You will earn a referral reward for each won game in Rock-Paper-Scissors game
by John, Michael and Thomas. Great, is not it?
How to use the referral program to invite friends or new players to
BlaBlaGame?
You need to send your referral registration link to your friends to sign-up in the
BlaBlaGame project or place a referral banner on your platform (e.g. blog,
website, etc.) using the HTML-code. Once the friend used your referral link to
sign-up and confirmed his account via email, the referral will be displayed in the
“My referrals” section.
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What does the referral reward rate depend on for winning the games by your
referrals in Rock-Paper-Scissors game on BlaBlaGame?
The referral reward rate for winning the games in Rock-Paper-Scissors game
depend on your rating level on BlaBlaGame. The lowest referral rewards are for
‘Beginner’ level and the highest are for ‘To the Moon’ one. Please check the
“Rating“ page for more details.
What is a referral reward currency for winning the games by my first-level,
second-level and third-level referrals in Rock-Paper-Scissors game?
The referral reward currency depends on the currency of the game that was used
in the specific Rock-Paper-Scissors game. If the game currency was Tether
(USDT) and your referral won this Rock-Paper-Scissors game, you will earn a
referral reward in Tether (USDT). If the game currency was BlaBlaGame token
(BLA) and your referral won this Rock-Paper-Scissors game, you will earn a
referral reward in BlaBlaGame token (BLA), etc.
How does the referral program for buying BLA-tokens work?
According to WhitePaper, some BLA tokens are reserved as referral bonuses for
buying BLA-tokens by your first-level referrals during pre-sale (this is a limited
referral reward program). For example, if you invited John to BlaBlaGame and he
bought BLA-tokens on BlaBlaGame during pre-sale, you will earn a referral
reward in BLA-tokens. The referral reward rate is from 5% to 14% from the amount
of tokens which were bought by your first-level referral John. The referral reward
rate depends on your rating level on BlaBlaGame. The lowest referral rewards are
for ‘Beginner’ level and the highest are for ‘To the Moon’ one. Please check the
“Rating“ page for more details. 

Note that the referral program for buying BLA tokens is not valid for your secondlevel and third-level referrals. The referral program for buying BLA tokens is valid
only for buying tokens by your referrals of the first-level only
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Fees for players
User’s rating

Total system fee for win in the
game (i1)

Distribution of the total system fee for win in the game
Cashback reward fee
for win in the game (i2)

Referral reward
fee (i3)

BlaBlaGame reward
fee

2.67% - in USDT
1.87% - in BLA-token

Beginner

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.05%

1 level: 0.15%
2 level: 0.07%
3 level: 0.06%

Amateur

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.1%

1 level: 0.2%
2 level: 0.09%
3 level: 0.07%

2.54% - in USDT
1.74% - in BLA-token

Student

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.15%

1 level: 0.25%
2 level: 0.11%
3 level: 0.08%

2.41% - in USDT
1.61% - in BLA-token

Professor

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.2%

1 level: 0.3%
2 level: 0.13%
3 level: 0.09%

2.28% - in USDT
1.48% - in BLA-token

Enterpreneur

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.25%

1 level: 0.35%
2 level: 0.15%
3 level: 0.1%

2.15% - in USDT
1.35% - in BLA-token

King

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.3%

1 level: 0.4%
2 level: 0.17%
3 level: 0.11%

2.02% - in USDT
1.22% - in BLA-token

Lord

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.35%

1 level: 0.45%
2 level: 0.19%
3 level: 0.12%

1.89% - in USDT
1.09% - in BLA-token

Overlord

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.4%

1 level: 0.5%
2 level: 0.21%
3 level: 0.13%

1.76% - in USDT
0.96% - in BLA-token

VIP

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.45%

1 level: 0.55%
2 level: 0.23%
3 level: 0.14%

1.63% - in USDT
0.83% - in BLA-token

To the Moon

BLA token
Tether

2.2%
3%

0.5%

1 level: 0.6%
2 level: 0.25%
3 level: 0.15%

1.5% - in USDT
0.7% - in BLA-token

i1 – charged from the total amount of the game from the winner of the game.
Calculated from the total amount of the game.
i2 – Cashback fee is charged from the total amount of the game from the
player who won the game. Cashback paid out to the player in the end of the day.
i3 – reward fee from your referrals of the 1 level, 2 level and 3 level. Calculated
from the total amount of the game.
Note that the total amount of the game is the sum of the creator’s bid and his
rival one.
Example: creator makes a game bid for 100 BLA tokens. The rival plays this
12
game with 100 BLA tokens. The total amount of the game is 200 BLA tokens.

Legal Disclaimer and Risks
This document is a vision document and should not be considered a
specification. It is not a promotional material, reflecting the fact of issuance of
securities and calling for investment in the sense in which it understands the law
on securities. BLA token does not give its holders ownership of a part of any
segment of the public or private market. The main purpose of the BLA token
existence is its use in the BlaBlaGame project. The sole purpose of this document
is to present the BlaBlaGame project to potential holders of tokens in such a way
that they can make reasonable and informed decisions regarding the purchase
of BLA tokens. 

No advice 

Just like any blockchain technology, acquisition of BLA tokens is associated with
a high level of financial risk. All investments are done at your sole decision, and
you are solely responsible for assessing all potential investment risks as well as
doing your due diligence prior to the time of investment. Consult your advisors
before making a decision to purchase any of BLA tokens.

No offer of securities 

BlaBlaGame project is not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction.
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus nor offer document of any sort
and is not intended to constitute an offer or solicitation of securities or any other
investment or other product in any jurisdiction. All statements, project technical
information and other declarative information contained in this document
cannot be considered as guarantees or promises to the holders of BLA tokens.
Such data may not be considered as a financial prediction of any. Forwardlooking statements are based on publically available statistics as well as the
proposals and forecasts of the initiators of token sale BlaBlaGame. Despite the
fact that the organizers believe the forward-looking statements are reasonable
and implementable, BlaBlaGame cannot guarantee to buyers of tokens the
correctness of such forward-looking statements, as well as the intended results of
the company's activities specified in them. BlaBlaGame will do everything in
their power to fulfill predictions listed in the roadmap in good faith to the best of
their ability.

Translations 

This Whitepaper and related materials are originally issued in English. Any
translation is for reference purposes only and is not certified by any person.
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If there is any inconsistency found between a translation and the English version
of this Whitepaper, the English version prevails. Unless otherwise stated, all
references to “$” and “dollars” in this Whitepaper pertain to United States dollars.
This Whitepaper has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in any
jurisdiction.

The risk of losing access to BLA tokens in case of loss of private keys

A private key or a combination of private keys is required to manage BLA tokens
stored in your digital wallet. The loss of private keys connected to your digital
wallet automatically leads to the loss of access to BLA tokens. In addition, if any
third party gains access to your private keys or data to enter your wallet, access to
your BLA tokens can also be lost. Any technical issues related to the wallet on
which you store BLA tokens, including your own wrong wallet maintenance
actions, can also lead to the loss of BLA tokens. We strongly suggest you take
every safety measure available to you in order to protect your wallet, your private
keys and your BLA tokens. No BLA tokens will be re-issued in case of the loss or a
theft.

Binance Smart Chain Protocol Use Risk

Since BLA tokens and the entire BlaBlaGame project are based on the Binance
Smart Chain protocol, any possible failure of the Binance Smart Chain protocol
can adversely affect the ecosystem of BlaBlaGame and BLA tokens, which are in
circulation within this system. The development of cryptography and
technological advances in blockchain technology in general can also pose a
potential threat to BLA tokens and the BlaBlaGame ecosystem, including token
functionality and value.

Risk of mining attacks

BLA tokens are at risk of miner attacks during the confirmation of token
transactions in the Binance Smart Chain, including the risk of double-spending
attacks, MMP attacks, and selfmining mining attacks. Any successful attack of
this type puts the entire BlaBlaGame ecosystem at risk.

Risk of crack and Security Protocol Vulnerability

Hackers and other organized crime groups may try to hack the BlaBlaGame
ecosystem and assign BLA tokens to themselves in various ways.

The risk associated with unpredictable actions of regulators and law
enforcement agencies

Due to the imperfection of the legal framework, the legal status of BLA tokens
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and blockchain technologies is not clear in some jurisdictions. It is impossible to
predict any law enforcement actions regarding the operation of the BlaBlaGame
ecosystem and the handling of BLA tokens should the legal field change in such
jurisdictions. It is also impossible to foresee possible changes in legislation made
by legislative bodies of various jurisdictions related to the regulation of the
blockchain sphere. The possibility of such changes represents a potential risk for
owners of BLA tokens. This may include, for instance, an updated requirement by
a certain jurisdiction to have BlaBlaGame conduct a compulsory KYC/ AML
procedure, where it was not previously required, in order to finalize the
transaction.

Taxation Risk

The tax component of the acquisition of BLA tokens is not clearly defined. Your
purchase of BLA tokens can lead to adverse tax consequences, including income
tax or other type of tax.

Risk associated with the development and maintenance of the BlaBlaGame
ecosystem

BlaBlaGame Ecosystem is under development and may be subject to significant
changes and corrections in terms of technical operation up to the full completion
of the development of the platform. The effectiveness of the BlaBlaGame
ecosystem development largely depends on the number of BLA tokens sold.
Poor token sale results can lead to a shortage of the resource base required for
the full development of the ecosystem. In case the project team does not collect
the necessary amount required for product development (soft cap), all collected
funds will be returned back to the investors, minus the commission for such
transaction. The risk of liquidating a company or ecosystem. One cannot rule out
the possibility that for some reason, including an unfavorable change in the
exchange rate of currencies such as ETH, BTC or other cryptocurrencies, a drop in
the level of functional utility of BLA tokens beyond our competence may occur.
Legal problems and intellectual property issues of the BlaBlaGame ecosystem
can also disrupt the operation of the BlaBlaGame platform or completely
liquidate the company.

Details for buyback program

There are no specific details for buyback program for BLA token. It is supposed
that the buybacks are to be made from fees (Rock-Paper-Scissors game fees,
withdrawal fees, etc) generated inside or outside the BlaBlaGame system. The
buybacks can be made by any person from BlaBlaGame staff. Buybacks can be
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made even f rom their (BlaBlaGame staff) personal accounts on exchanges where
the BLA token is traded or exchanged. Further potential burning details are to be
provided to the community publicly with the links to blockchain explorers.


Other unforeseen risks


Cryptographic BLA tokens are a new, technologically not proven technology. In
addition to the risks associated with the factors listed above, there are some risks
associated with the acquisition, ownership and use of BLA tokens. Such risks may
represent various options or combinations of risks specified above. BlaBlaGame
may change, delete or add any information in this document or in documents
reflecting the terms and conditions of its websites or applications, at any time at
its discretion and without notifying the holders of BLA tokens. Any such changes
will take effect immediately after the publication of the revised versions of such
documents. You are solely responsible for timely acquaintance with possible
changes in them. Your continued use of the Site and/or Services after any such
changes implies your acceptance of them. There is a risk of losing all invested
funds. If you do not agree with any such changes, do not continue to use the Site
and/or the Service. All concepts and technical proposals outlined in this
document are working hypotheses. This Whitepaper may be revised at the
company’s discretion at any time for the purposes of clarifying the vision and
communication it better to the potential investors. An updated version will be
provided for downloading on website. It is a user’s responsibility to verify that the
most recent Whitepaper is referenced prior to the time of investment. Buying
BLA tokens indicates your agreement with Terms and Conditions and Privacy
Policy found on website.


Last updated: October 25, 2022
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